
Illex Driftfry Mellow 5.2" 13,2cm Softbait

Illex

Product number: IL-DM132

The RV DRIFTFRY 5.2' is the larger version of our 
DRIFTFRY series, which was developed by 
Japanese anglers fishing for black bass in reservoirs.

16,19 € * 16,19 €

Discover the Illex Driftfry Mellow 5.2" - The ultimate soft bait for 
ambitious anglers

Welcome to a new dimension of fishing: The Illex Driftfry Mellow 5.2" sets new standards in the world of 
artificial lures. Specially developed for fishing for European freshwater predators such as perch, zander and 
black bass, this 13.2 cm long soft lure impresses with its unrivalled attractiveness under water.

Excellent properties for outstanding results:

Hyper-realistic design: thanks to the detailed design of the eyes, gills and scales, which imitate small 
juvenile fish deceptively realistically, this lure impresses with its authenticity.
Optimised swimming dynamics: An innovatively designed air channel reduces the density, ensures 
perfect balance on the jig head and creates a lifelike swimming movement.
Innovative lip for precise guidance: The special lip design enables small areas to be fished precisely 
with finesse twitches. The lip can be shortened to adapt to different finesse techniques in order to 
optimise the effectiveness of vertical and heavy drop shot strategies.
Increased attraction: The combination with Magic Tungsten Micro Round Head or Magic Tungsten 
Round Head jigheads is recommended to intensify movements and maximise reflective effects on the 
sides, which effectively attract predators.

Technical details:

Size: 5.2" / 13,2 cm
Weight: 10,5 g
Swimming behaviour: Floating

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Hooks/Jighead/Illex-Magic-Tungsten-Micro-Round-Jig-Head-with-Bait-holder.html
https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Hooks/Jighead/Illex-Magic-Tungsten-Round-Jig-Head-with-Bait-holder.html
https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Hooks/Jighead/Illex-Magic-Tungsten-Round-Jig-Head-with-Bait-holder.html


Target fish: Perch, zander, black bass

For the modern angler: The Illex Driftfry Mellow 5.2" is more than just a lure; it is an essential tool for 
every passionate angler. With its perfect blend of precision, effectiveness and lifelike design, it is designed 
to convince even the shyest predators. Prepare yourself for unforgettable fishing experiences with this 
innovative highlight of lure technology.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=017e27008f5e8aab9d37e169163ae705

